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COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
"THE COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE EDUCATES STUDENTS FOR FUTURE DESIGN PRACTICE AND ADVANCES KNOWLEDGE OF THE DISCIPLINE FOR THE BENEFIT OF SOCIETY."

COA CONTACTS

WEB: HTTP://ARCHITECTURE.TTU.EDU
EMAIL: ARCHITECTURE.PROGRAMS@TTU.EDU
PHONE: (806) 742-3136
FAX: (806) 742-1400

Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/ttucoa

Instagram
https://instagram.com/ttucoa/

Twitter
https://twitter.com/TTU_COA

YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/user/TTUCOA

LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/company/texas-tech-university-college-of-architecture-ttu-coa

Pinterest
https://www.pinterest.com/ttucoa/

Tumblr
http://ttucoa.tumblr.com

Google+
https://plus.google.com/u/0/artsuniversity-college-of-architecture-TTU-COA

email
architecture.socialmedia@ttu.edu

https://arch.ttu.edu/wiki/Mission

https://arch.ttu.edu/wiki/Contact
STUDENT WORKS OF THE COA
DEGREES AND CERTIFICATES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURE + BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
DUAL DEGREE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURE + BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
DUAL DEGREE

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
专业方向：建筑学

- GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN DIGITAL DESIGN AND FabricATION
- GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN HEALTHCARE FACILITIES DESIGN
- GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN HISTORIC PRESERVATION
- GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN URBAN AND COMMUNITY DESIGN

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE/MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURE

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN LAND-USE PLANNING, MANAGEMENT, AND DESIGN

http://arch.ttu.edu/wiki/Program
STUDENT LIFE AND ORGANIZATIONS

Student activities are an important part of college culture. Student organizations engage socially as well as in service activities, working with beginning students, Burger Burns, and competitions, including the Dean's Cup in the spring and the annual Sandcastle Competition on the Gulf Shore. Students are also involved with academic activities such as CDA Dialogues and the publication of CROP, the College Book of Student Work. Whatever your interest—lectures, susta nable design, or professional development—there is a student organization for you.

http://arch.tb.edu

"THE ECONOMIC OUTLOOK FOR ARCHITECTS IS HEALTHY. THE U.S. BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS HAS A FORECAST OF 17% GROWTH FOR ARCHITECTS BETWEEN 2012 AND 2022, WHICH IS SIGNIFICANTLY MORE ROBUST THAN ALL OCCUPATIONS ON AVERAGE."

BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

OCCUPATIONAL OUTLOOK HANDBOOK, JANUARY 2014
WHY STUDY ARCHITECTURE?

Architecture is both an art and a science. Students who succeed in architecture are balanced individuals who can manage the rigor of the rational and the ambiguity of the intuitive. The general architecture curriculum also provides an excellent portal into the university with coursework that is specific not only to the field, but that also fulfills the core curriculum of the university. Students who elect to study other disciplines after the first year of architecture curriculum have a solid academic base.
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AND CONVOCATION

The College of Architecture provides more than $1,000,000 of scholarships each year, along with more than 50 positions as assistants within the College. To help with grading, the Library, the Shop, and Recruitment, each spring students apply for financial assistance for the upcoming year. Further, as graduate students, we offer opportunities to engage in the Residency Program or to participate in our Award Winning Practicum Studio Opportunity that allows students to receive academic credit while they work for an architect.

http://arch.ttu.edu/wiki/Scholarships
COA STUDIO LIFE

The architectural design studio provides a unique and beneficial opportunity for students to learn about the design process, communication, collaboration, presentation, criticism, and innovation. Students are able to shape ideas and concepts; learning by doing, in a problem-solving, flexible environment. It is also important to enhance interpersonal, ethical, and critical thinking skills so that each student may become a competent professional, leader, team collaborator, and architect.

http://arch.ttu.edu
ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION DEMANDS A SOPHISTICATED COMPLEX OF RESOURCES. THE COA HAS A LIBRARY, A PRINT REHEARSE, A WOOD AND METAL SHOP, A MODEL SHOP EQUIPPED WITH 3D PRINTERS, LASER CUTTERS, 3D PRINTERS, A ROBOT, A GALLERY, AND A STUDENT LOUNGE. YES, IT IS TRUE THAT STUDENTS LIVE IN THE COLLEGE, WORKING IN THEIR STUDIOS, WITH DEDICATED STUDIO SPACE - THAT IS, 24/7 FOR ALL STUDENTS. ABOVE 60% OF OUR STUDENTS ARE COMING FROM BUILDING. WE ARE A COMMUNITY OF SCHOLARS, LEARNING ABOUT ONE OF THE MOST DEMANDING AND REWARDING PROFESSIONS. PRACTICING ARCHITECTURE IS LIKE A COMPLEX SPORT THAT REQUIRES WORKING IN DESIGN TEAMS TO ENGAGE A WIDE RANGE OF DISCIPLINES. OUR PROGRAM IS EQUALLY ENGAGED, WORKING IN THE STUDIO WITH YOUR PEERS, TRAVELING ABROAD, AND DESIGNING FACILITIES FOR COMMUNITY CLIENTS.
STUDY ABROAD

Every summer, fourth year architecture students from the college go abroad for five to eight weeks. In cities in Europe, Asia, or the Americas, past study abroad destinations included Paris, Seoul, Seville, Venice, and Verona. Completing their urban architecture design studio VI and research in urban design class, students live and experience the city submerge in the rich culture of each destination.

http://arch.ttu.edu/wiki/StudyAbroad
STUDY ABROAD

Every summer, fourth-year architecture students from the College go abroad for five to eight weeks. They visit cities in Europe, Asia, or the Americas. Past study abroad destinations include Paris, Seoul, Seville, Venice, and Verona. Completing their Urban Architecture Design Studio VI and Research in Urban Design class, students live and experience the city and immerse themselves in the rich culture of each destination.

http://arch.ttu.edu/wiki/StudyAbroad
ARCHITECTURE EDUCATION DEMANDS A SOPHISTICATED COMPLEX OF RESOURCES. THE COA HAS A LIBRARY, A PRINT RESEARCH, A WOOD AND METAL SHOP, A MODEL SHOP EQUIPPED WITH 3D PRINTERS, LASERCUTTERS, KINNS, A ROBOT, A GALLERY, AND A STUDENT LOUNGE. YES, IT IS TRUE THAT OUR STUDENTS LIVE IN THE COLLEGE, WORKING IN THEIR STUDIOS, WITH DEDICATED STUDIO SPACE THAT IS 24/7 FOR ALL STUDENTS ABOVE THEIR FIRST YEAR. IN EVERY WAY WE ARE A COMMUNITY OF SCHOLARS. LEARNING ABOUT ONE OF THE MOST DEMANDING AND REWARDING PROFESSIONS. PRACTICING ARCHITECTURE IS LIKE A CONTACT SPORT THAT REQUIRES WORKING IN DESIGN TEAMS TO ENGAGE A WIDE RANGE OF DISCIPLINES. OUR PROGRAM IS EQUALLY ENGAGED. WORKING IN THE STUDIO WITH YOUR PEERS, TRAVELING ABROAD, AND DESIGNING FACILITIES FOR COMMUNITY CLIENTS.
CoA Studio Life

The architectural design studio provides a unique and beneficial opportunity for students to learn about the design process, communication, collaboration, presentation, criticism, and innovation. Students are able to shape ideas and concepts through doing, in a problem-solving, flexible environment. It is also important to enhance interpersonal, ethical, and critical thinking skills so that each student may become a competent professional, leader, team collaborator, and architect.

http://arch.ttu.edu
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AND CONVOCATION

THE COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE PROVIDES MORE THAN $100,000 OF SCHOLARSHIPS EACH YEAR, ALONG WITH MORE THAN 50 POSITIONS AS ASSISTANTS WITHIN THE COLLEGE TO HELP WITH GRADING, THE LIBRARY, THE SHOP, AND RECRUITMENT. EACH SPRING STUDENTS APPLY FOR FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR THE UPCOMING YEAR. FURTHER, AS GRADUATE STUDENTS, WE OFFER OPPORTUNITIES TO ENROLL IN THE RESIDENCY PROGRAM OR TO PARTICIPATE IN OUR AWARD WINNING PRACTICUM-STUDIO OPPORTUNITY THAT ALLOWS STUDENTS TO RECEIVE ACADEMIC CREDIT WHILE THEY WORK FOR AN ARCHITECT.

http://arch.ttu.edu/wix/Scholarships
WHY STUDY ARCHITECTURE?

Architecture is both an art and a science. Students who succeed in architecture are balanced individuals who can manage the rigor of the rational and the ambiguity of the intuitive. The general architecture curriculum also provides an excellent portal into the university with coursework that is specific not only to the field, but that also fulfills the core curriculum of the university. Students who elect to study other disciplines after the first year of architecture curriculum have a solid academic base.
STUDENT LIFE AND ORGANIZATIONS

Student activities are an important part of college culture. Student organizations engage socially as well as in service activities, working with beginning students, burger burns, and competitions, including the Dean's Cup in the spring and the annual Sandcastle Competition on the Gulf Shore. Students are also involved with academic activities such as CD&A Dialogues and the publication of CROP, the College Book of Student Work. Whatever your interest - lectures, susta nable design, or professional development - there is a student organization for you.

"The economic outlook for architects is healthy. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics has a forecast of 17% growth for architects between 2012 and 2022, which is significantly more robust than all occupations on average."


http://arch.ttu.edu
THERE HAS NEVER BEEN A MORE EXCITING TIME TO BEGIN A CAREER IN ARCHITECTURE. WE KNOW MORE ABOUT OUR HISTORY, THEORY, AND TECHNOLOGY THAN EVER BEFORE. WE ARE BETTER EQUIPPED, BETTER PREPARED, BETTER ORGANIZED, AND MORE THOUGHTFUL ABOUT THE MULTIPLE ROLES OUR PROFESSION PLAYS IN OUR CULTURE.

I WAS ATTRACTION TO THE COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AT TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY, BY THE POTENTIAL OF ITS MISSION STATEMENT AND THE BELIEF THAT A RESPONSIVE AND SOCIALLY ENGAGED PROGRAM CAN BE BUILT FROM THIS INTENTION AND ITS IMPLICATIONS.

OUR MISSION STATEMENT CHARGES THE COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE TO EDUCATE STUDENTS FOR FUTURE DESIGN PRACTICE AND ADVANCES KNOWLEDGE OF THE DISCIPLINE FOR THE BENEFIT OF SOCIETY. OUR STRATEGY WILL BE TO BUILD COLLABORATIVE RELATIONSHIPS WITH ALUMNI, DESIGN PROFESSIONS AND INDUSTRY, AND WITHIN THE FACULTY, THE UNIVERSITY, AND THE COMMUNITY. THROUGH THESE RELATIONSHIPS WE INTEND TO CONFIGURE A CULTURE OF DESIGN THAT INCLUDES A RESEARCH AGENDA FOR THE COLLEGE, THAT SEES DESIGN AND PRACTICE AS LEGITIMATE AND VIGOROUS TOOLS OF INQUIRY AND DEMONSTRATION. THE CULTURE OF THE COLLEGE AND ITS RESEARCH AGENDA WILL SUPPORT ADVANCED DEGREE PROGRAMS CREATED TO SERVE THE PROFESSION IN THE AREAS OF DIGITAL DESIGN AND FABRICATION, AND URBAN AND COMMUNITY DESIGN, WITH CERTIFICATES IN DIGITAL DESIGN AND FABRICATION, HEALTHCARE FACILITIES DESIGN, HISTORIC PRESERVATION, AND URBAN & COMMUNITY DESIGN. THESE PROGRAMS ARE INTENDED TO BE MULTIDISCIPLINARY AND CONSTITUTE A PROFILE FOR THE COLLEGE IN TUNE WITH ITS MISSION.

ANDREW VERHAC
DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE
TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY

http://arch.ttu.edu/wiki/Program
STUDENT WORKS OF THE COA